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The distribution of film cooling effectiveness in supersonic mainstream of circle-rectangular Convergent-Divergent transition has been numerically investigated under different pressure ratios. The shock wave exerted superior influence on film cooling. In supersonic main flow, extra compression waves formed in upstream of the film holes, resulted by the obstruction of the multiple cooling jets. This exerted extra pressure to the boundary layer, induced adverse pressure gradient, and led to weakening of the film flow attachment ability and decreasing of local cooling effectiveness. Bow oblique shock wave occurred in front of holes, the two oblique bow shaped low pressure zones formed on both sides of the hole, and low cooling effectiveness zones appeared accordingly. The inefficient region at the leading edge of the hole destroyed the film developing between holes, decreased the cooling effectiveness accumulation in the rear part. The decrease of hole incline angle caused an increase of cooling effectiveness, which reduced reverse velocity gradient caused by shock wave in the boundary layer and improved film attachment. The influence of main flow pressure ratio to film cooling was also investigated, and found with increasing of the ratio, the influence will became even significant.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, the inlet gas temperature of the nozzle has gradually increased with the increase thrust of aero-engine. It is widely recognized that film cooling is a useful method to extend the hot components life.

Different from the constant pressure environment in the combustion chamber or somewhere else, mainstream flow of the nozzle could reach supersonic state under certain high pressure ratios, and the free stream parameters changed along downstream in the convergent and divergent sections [1, 2].

Many researchers carried out investigations about shocks in nozzle. Adamson and Adamson [3] experimentally analyzed nozzle jets and presented an useful method for predicting the location of shock inside the transition, while Carlson and Lewis [4] experimentally confirmed the first Mach disc position under supersonic transitions.
In nozzles, shocks always induced complicated interfere with the boundary. Investigations about the interference of shocks with boundary layer, turbulent separation, and mechanics of separation by flow and reattachment in interaction regions of shock wave-boundary layer were carried out experimentally and numerically. [5, 6]

SHIMSHI [7] revealed the flow structure changes induced by the pressure ratio vibrations between the ambient and the jet. When the film cooling was induced in nozzle, a complex wave structure may be induced inside the nozzle, and cooling gas film made the interactions of the shock wave and boundary even complicated [8, 9]. The boundary layer near the wall interacted by the shock separated, and the shock impingement on the film cooling had great impact on cooling effectiveness.

In the past, many investigations had been carried out on film cooling in supersonic situation. Difference showed among supersonic and subsonic situations in film cooling were mainly due to the main flow compressibility development and shock waves in supersonic main flow. [10, 11, 12, 13].

O’Connor and Haji-Sheikh [14] investigated numerically about the film cooling in supersonic conditions and obtained a high cooling effectiveness, the results showed CFD models were fitted to study film cooling characteristics in supersonic main flow.

Takita and Masuya [15] showed no significant difference caused by the shock wave on the film cooling through a numerically investigation on film cooling with an impinging shock wave.

Back.et.al [16] carried out the investigation through measuring and numerical methods on flows through convergent nozzles in supersonic situation. They presented the wall pressure distribution in various convergent transitions of two dimensional flows, and found that quasi-one dimensional methods are not applicable in such situations. They presented that flow through the transonic region was dependant on local configuration.

Aupoix et al. [17] obtained interesting results through experimentally and numerically studies on film cooling in different situations, which showed that film cooling can obtained high efficient in supersonic flow than subsonic one. OLSEN [18] carried out experimental investigation to real the changing of film cooling caused by extended shock wave, and found lower pressure ratio shock wave could result increase of cooling effectiveness.

Most of published numerical simulations have been performed on simplified geometries or on specific model configurations. The cooling effectiveness was related to various factors in supersonic conditions, including free stream parameters and cooling gas parameters.

J.C. Dutton [19] designed Convergent Divergent nozzles and made an optimization on parameter configuration, and found the major effect of swirl on the flow field was to cause large increases in axial velocity near the centerline.

Wei Peng [20] carried out the investigations about the influence of the shock wave intensity on the film cooling in supersonic situation, and further obtained the influence of coolant inlet Mach number and shock wave generator width.

Although many investigations of film cooling in supersonic flow were carried out, researchers focused mainly about the cooling effectiveness. However, what influence that the main flow shock wave brought to coolant jet, and how it worked were still unknown.

A circle-rectangular convergent- divergent transition had been designed in this paper, and film cooling holes had been adopted in the divergent section. This paper focused on the interaction between main flow and coolant, and how it affected the film cooling. Further, the paper also paid attention to influence of pressure ratio and injection angle.
2. Problem description and computational model

2.1 Problem description

This present paper focused on the cooling characteristics in supersonic main flow.

Fig. 1 presented the schematic structures of computational domain, which included a circular to rectangular convergent-divergent nozzle with an expanding angle of 2° and the downstream field. The nozzle inlet was a circular one with diameter of 126 mm, and the throat was a rectangular of height of 15 mm and width of 60mm, while the divergent and convergent sections were 80mm and 200mm long separately, with 2mm thick steel wall. The main fluid passed through the CD nozzle, accelerated to supersonic state and discharges downstream.

Fig. 1. Computational domain and boundary  Fig. 2. The sketch of film holes configuration

The film cooling structure was arranged on the expanding walls, as showed in Fig.1, and the details of the hole arrangement was showed in Fig.2. The cooling region was totally 150mm long, hole pitch was 10mm, and hole spacing was set as 8mm, hole diameter was 1 mm, inclined angle was 20°. The film configuration was set as a long diamond shape that proved to be an efficient configuration[1].

2.2. Numerical method

Numerical simulation of this paper was carried out by CFD software fluent and fluid and solid domains are established respectively for that the comprehensive cooling effectiveness of film cooling is calculated and analyzed. Flow analysis is carried out by standard k-ε turbulence model and standard wall function of the near-wall area and the flow and heat transfer control equations are discretized by second-order. The convergence is based on the residual of the equation is less than $1 \times 10^{-5}$.

The simulations were performed using the CFD software FLUENT, which uses the Favre-averaged equations to analyze the fluid flow for the continuity, momentum, energy, and mass transport equations. Flow analysis was carried out by standard k-ε turbulence model and standard wall function of the near-wall area, the flow and heat transfer control equations were discretized by second-order. The convergence was based on the residual of the equation is less than $1 \times 10^{-5}$.

Considering the symmetry of model, only half model carried out for numerical investigation. Fine structured grid was applied in all fields, and in the region near the wall and the film holes, mesh refinement was adopted to adapt to the rapid change of pressure and velocity gradient, as shown in Figure 3.

To test the validity of the method, a validating case was designed with the same physical model to that of Juhangy K.A., et al [13], and carried out under the experimental boundary conditions. Fig.14
presented the comparison of results of this paper and that of Ref [13]. A good agreement of the experimental and numerical results with the Mach number of 1.2 was observed, while at 1.8, the middle of the curve was higher but basically within the acceptable range. The comparison results proved the method used in this paper was feasible.

Fig. 5 presented the grid independence test result. It can be seen when the number of grids is more than 3 million, the temperature distribution is not affected by the number of grids.

### 2.3. Boundary parameter and solve method

The mainstream total temperature was set as 1200K, the pressure was determined by the pressure ratio (the ratio of the mainstream inlet pressure to the ambient pressure), while ambient temperature was 300K and pressure was 101KPa. The cooling stream was supplied by compressor, whose temperature fluctuated in the range of 300K~360K, in the influence of different pressure ratio. And the cooling stream pressure was computed from the pressure ratio.

Case1-case6 with different PR(1.1-4) in same geometrical parameters were designed to investigate the influence of pressure ratio, while case 6 to case 7 with different inclined angle (30°, 15°) focused on the effect of inclined angle. All the cases were carried out under same blowing ratio 0.1.
Table 1. CFD cases

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Hole angle(°)</th>
<th>Pressure Ratio</th>
<th>Blowing ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Results and analysis

3.1 Distribution of cooling effectiveness

![Cooling effectiveness contours](image)

![Cooling effectiveness on line A](image)

Fig. 6. Cooling effectiveness contours of different pressure ratio

Fig. 7. Cooling effectiveness on line A in different pressure ratios

The film cooling effectiveness was defined as:

\[ \eta = \frac{(T_{rg} - T_{w})}{(T_{rg} - T_{rc})} \]  

(1)

In which, \( T_{rg}, T_{rc} \) were the recovery temperatures of mainstream and coolant stream, separately \( T_{w} \) was the wall surface temperature.

And the blowing ratio was defined as \( M = \frac{\rho_c u_c}{\rho_h u_h} \)

(2)

In which, \( \rho_h, u_h \) are density and velocity of the main stream and \( \rho_c, u_c \) are density and velocity of the coolant gas.

Figure 6 showed the cooling effectiveness contour maps on the surface of the divergent wall in case 1 to 6.

The film cooling effectiveness distribution under pressure ratio 1.1 was shown in Fig. 6(a). It could be seen that an increasing of cooling effectiveness occurred in the downstream of the film hole,
and then, the cooling effectiveness gradually decreased as the coolant flew downstream, and in the rear of the wall, the gas film formed continuous covering and caused an slightly increasing effectiveness by film accumulation in the rear part, similar with those of subsonic conditions.

The cooling effectiveness distribution at PR=1.5 in Fig. 6(b) was similar to Fig. 6(a), but the value significantly increased. An effective connection between the adjacent film holes formed in the front part of the wall, and both the lateral and axial spreading of the gas film enhanced, as shown by frame A and B. Cooling effectiveness contour maps remained similar, as PR increased from 1.5 to 2.5 Fig. 6(c). Film accumulation between adjacent holes interrupted, caused by the bow shaped low efficient zones, covering several rows of holes. The distribution in PR=3-4(Fig. 6(d-f)) remained the similar distribution, while the bow low-efficient zones covered a longer region with the increase of PR.

To be clarity, line A was given passing through the center of the film hole. (Seen in Figure 5(f)). Fig. 7 presented the cooling effectiveness on Line A under different pressure ratios, and the film holes position showed below. When the pressure ratio equaled 1.1, the effectiveness increased a little in front of the hole, reached to a peak value on the hole exit region, then decreased in the downstream. And it increased again as moved near next hole; the effectiveness showed a growing trend as the coolant gas passed along adjacent film holes in axial direction. When the PR grew up to 1.5, the effectiveness downstream the hole increased, but vibration generated which supposed to caused by the influence of interfere of shock wave with boundary layer[12].

The cooling effectiveness under PR2.5 was similar with that of PR1.5, while effectiveness value grew higher. The pressure and temperature of main stream decreased in the divergent transition, and the lower pressure led over-expanded of coolant at the hole exit, which brought an decrease of coolant temperature. Both the decrease of temperature and pressure caused the increase of effectiveness. And the effectiveness fluctuations between adjacent holes may be caused by pressure variations in boundary layer.

3.2 Correspondence between temperature and pressure

Fig.8 presented the wall pressure and wall temperature distributions along Line A under different PRs. As mentioned above, the effectiveness vibration may caused by the pressure fluctuation. Fig.8 (a) showed the distribution under PR=1.1, the pressure and temperature on the wall both showed a strong regularity. Pressure increased slightly along the axial, while little fluctuation occurred on hole exits. However, the temperature always decreased in front of the film holes, and increased again crossing the holes, and totally, the temperature decreased gradually along the axial direction. When PR increased to 1.5(Fig.8 (b)), the interfererance between jets and shock wave destroyed the regularity of pressure and temperature. The pressure showed a strongly fluctuation in the front of the wall, and recovered similar regularity with that of PR1.1 at downstream, with a decrease of pressure. The temperature also showed a strongly fluctuation in the corresponding region.

As pressure ratio increased to 2.5 and 3(Fig.8 (c) (d)), the distribution of pressure and temperature coincided with that of PR1.5. High pressure ratio increased shock wave intensity, made the fluctuation of pressure and temperature aggravate obviously throughout the whole divergent wall.
Figure 9 presented the pressure and cooling effectiveness contour maps under pressure ratio of 3.0, and the film hole position were marked by two dashed lines. It can be seen from Fig.9 (a) that there was a bow shaped high-pressure zone in front of the film holes exit, the pressure reached a peak value in front of the hole, for the jet obstruction, formed two relative high-pressure zones on both sides of the hole with pressure value decreased gradually along the flow direction. The effectiveness contour map was shown in Fig.9(b), which formed corresponding zone distribution caused by pressure. In front of the hole exits, the high-pressure zones resulted a lower cooling effectiveness, which broke the accumulation of gas film.
Fig. 9 Schematic diagram of the relationship between temperature and pressure under PR=3

Figure 10 presented parameters distributions at pressure ratio of 3.0, and the film hole exits region were marked with shallows. Figure 10(a), (b) presented the cooling effectiveness, temperature and pressure on line A, while Figure 10(c) showed the pressure and cooling effectiveness contour maps, Figure 10(d) showed the pressure in the longitudinal section passing through holes. And by comparison of distributions above, we tried to reveal the relationship among different parameters.

In Fig. 10 (a), (b), the low cooling effectiveness corresponded to high value of temperature in front of the hole, which was caused by the high stagnation pressure due to jet obstruction. Further, it can be seen from Fig.10(c) and Fig.10(d), the high pressure zone were correspondingly with shock waves position, which were both in front the film exits. It can be concluded the high pressure were induced by the shock wave which caused by the jet obstruction.

3.3 Effect of the incline angle

To reduce the interfererance of incline angle with main flow, the effect of inclined angle to cooling effectiveness was investigated through case 6 and case 7 under pressure ratio 4.
Fig. 11 Film cooling effectiveness curves under different film hole incline angles

Fig. 12 Pressure distributions under different film hole incline angles

Figures 11 presented the cooling effectiveness on line A under different incline angles. The cooling effectiveness of 15° (case 7) showed similar fluctuation between holes with that of 30° (case 6). The decreasing inclined angle led to film adherence enhancement, resulted increasing of cooling effectiveness on walls between holes. However, the decreasing inclined angle also resulted superior heat transfer inside hole, gave a rise of coolant temperature, resulted in a low cooling effectiveness on hole exits region.

Figures 12 presented the pressure on line A under different injection angles. As inclined angle decreased, the pressure of 15° (case 7) showed similar fluctuation as 30° (case 6). However, the decrease of angle weakened the interference between the main stream and the coolant jet, reduced the pressure fluctuation between holes, which would deduced the reverse pressure gradient in boundary layer, and increased the cooling effectiveness. Moreover, the decreasing incline angle also led to a decreasing of the peak value on hole exits region, which mean lower injects velocity, diminished interfere between injects and mainstreams.

4. Conclusion

In this paper, the numerical investigation of film cooling in supersonic main flow in divergent section had been carried out. It was found that coolant injection led the occurring of shock waves in front of film holes, which exerted extra pressure to boundary layer, and the interference between jets and main flow caused complicated changing of pressure. All the above resulted in corresponding changing of heat transfer. The affection of pressure ratio and inclined angle were also studied in the paper.

The main conclusions were as following:
(1) In supersonic condition, the block of the coolant jets induced bow oblique shock wave in front of holes. Two oblique bow shaped low pressure zones formed on both sides of the hole, and low pressure induced low cooling effectiveness zones accordingly.
(2) The shock wave induced reverse pressure gradient in boundary layer, prevented the film development downstream the hole, led to a decrease and vibration of cooling effectiveness between adjacent holes in line.
(3) The high stagnation pressure in front rear of hole induced inefficient cooling characteristics at the leading edge of the hole, which destroyed the film developing between holes, decreased the cooling effectiveness accumulation in the rear part.
The decrease of hole incline angle caused an increase of cooling effectiveness, by reducing reverse velocity gradient caused by shock wave in the boundary layer and improving film attachment.
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